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Solving Your 
Data Challenges

With the rise of big data has come a big 
need for technology, training and educa-
tion. To address this demand, the 25th 
Annual ACFE Global Fraud Conference 
has added an additional education track 
solely focused on data analytics. Track 
F: “Data Analytics: Working Smarter and 
Harder with Big Data” will feature six 
sessions led by the world’s top subject 
matter experts and provide practical 
advice and tools to help you incorpo-
rate data analytics into your anti-fraud 
strategy.
 
In addition, the ACFE is working with 
leading data analytic technology providers 
on special networking opportunities, ex-
clusive demos and more to help you build 
the knowledge you need to be on the 
cutting edge of the fight against fraud.

See pages 13-14 to learn more about 
sessions in the Data Analytics track.

Our Sponsors & Exhibitors

NEW FOR 2014

Satisfaction Guarantee: The 25th  
Annual ACFE Global Fraud Conference is 
unmatched in scope and effectiveness 
and backed by our unconditional satisfac-
tion guarantee. If you attend any ACFE 
event and are not completely satisfied, 
please contact an ACFE Member Ser-
vices Representative at (800) 245-3321 / 
+1 (512) 478-9000.

Sponsors

Exhibitors

New exhibitors are being added daily! Visit FraudConference.com 
for the most up-to-date Exhibitor Directory.
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Companies worldwide lose an estimated 5% of 
revenue to occupational fraud each year, 

according to ACFE’s 2012 Report to the Nations on Occupational Fraud 

and Abuse. Armed with the right knowledge, resources and connections, 

you can play a crucial role in protecting your company or clients against 

this threat. Attend the 25th Annual ACFE Global Fraud Conference in 

San Antonio, June 15-20, and walk away with new insights, skills and 

tools for your fight against fraud.

Register by April 1 and sAve $200!

LeARn from more 
than 70 sessions 
led by experienced 
practitioners.

AdvAnce your 
career with profes-
sional development 
opportunities.

netWORK with 
anti-fraud profes-
sionals from more 
than 60 countries.

dIscOveR the right 
tools and resources 
from more than 50 
vendors.
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Dear Colleague, 

We are excited to welcome anti-fraud professionals from around the world 
to our 25th Annual ACFE Global Fraud Conference in San Antonio, Texas, 
June 15-20, 2014. This event not only hopes to be our largest ever, but it 
will mark the 25th anniversary of the ACFE Global Fraud Conference. I still 
remember the first ACFE conference we held in San Diego, Calif. in June of 
1989. I am proud to look back to that time and truly see how far we have 
come as an organization. 

I would never have dreamed we would now be able to offer 13 parallel 
educational tracks and more than 70 sessions to the nearly 3,000 attend-
ees expected at this year’s ACFE Global Fraud Conference. We are just as 
dedicated today as we were at that first conference to providing you the 
most valuable education, networking and anti-fraud training.

As you read through the following pages, you will find an event unlike any 
other. More than 60 countries will be represented at the ACFE Global Fraud 
Conference, and we will be hosting some of the most relevant and valu-
able keynote speakers, Pre- and Post-Conference seminars and breakout 
sessions tailored to your needs.

As our association continues to grow, so do the needs of our members. You will notice that this year we have added an additional 
education track solely focused on data analytics titled, “Data Analytics: Working Smarter and Harder with Big Data.” We hope this new 
track helps you learn more about or hone your skills in an area sure to continue to play a large role in fraud prevention and detection.

There is one opportunity that we are most proud to offer at the ACFE Global Fraud Conference: a place, a time and a setting best 
suited for professional networking. I will be taking advantage of this unique occasion to discuss the latest fraud trends and the 
challenges you face as an anti-fraud professional. I look forward to seeing old friends, but also making new connections with 
those of you I haven’t had the chance to meet.

Finally, I would like to express gratitude to the entire ACFE faculty, staff, chapter leaders and volunteers for all of their hard work 
to make this event not only the largest anti-fraud conference in the world, but the best. I look forward to celebrating this momen-
tous occasion with you in San Antonio in June.

Sincerely,

James D. Ratley, CFE
President & CEO
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners

Letter from the President & CEO
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Opening Ceremonies and General Session  à  Monday, June 16  à  8:30-9:50 a.m.

Prof. Dr. Peter Eigen
Founder, Transparency International

Eigen has worked in economic development and governance for several decades and has led initiatives for 
better global governance and the fight against corruption. A lawyer by training, Eigen founded Transparency 

International, the non-governmental organization promoting transparency and accountability in international development and 
currently serves as Chair of the Advisory Council. The Federal Republic of Germany awarded Peter Eigen its Grand Cross of Merit  
in recognition of his efforts to combat corruption at the global level in January 2013.

Working Lunch  à  Monday, June 16  à  11:40 a.m.-1:10 p.m.

 Louis Freeh
Former FBI Director, CEO of Freeh Group International Solutions, LLC

Heralded for transforming the FBI from a national law-enforcement agency to a global security institution, Freeh was 
dubbed “the singularly best-suited person in America to run the FBI” by former New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani 

and “a law enforcement legend” by U.S. President Bill Clinton. During his eight-year tenure, he visited 62 countries and met with more 
than 2,000 foreign leaders while increasing the FBI’s focus on counterintelligence, cybercrime, DNA technology and electronic surveil-
lance. Currently CEO of Freeh Group International, a global consulting enterprise, his private-sector experience also offers a unique 
perspective into corporate ethics, government relations, risk and global security that is crucial to corporate practice in the 21st century.

General Session  à  Tuesday, June 17  à  8:30-9:50 a.m.

Martin Kenney
 International Asset Recovery Expert

Kenney is a specialist fraud investigation and asset recovery lawyer and managing partner of Martin Kenney & Co, 
solicitors in the British Virgin Islands. Leading a specialist team of lawyers, investigators and forensic accountants, 

Kenney is widely regarded as a ground-breaker in the use of pre-emptive remedies, multi-disciplinary teams and professional litiga-
tion funding in response to global economic crime to uproot bank secrets and freeze hidden assets in multiple jurisdictions. 

Working Lunch  à  Tuesday, June 17  à  11:40 a.m.-1:10 p.m.

Marc Goodman
Global Strategist

Marc Goodman is a global strategist, author and consultant focused on the disruptive impact of advancing 
technologies on security, business and international affairs. Over the past twenty years, he has built his exper-

tise in next generation security threats such as cybercrime, cyber terrorism and information warfare, working with organizations 
such as Interpol, the United Nations and NATO. He frequently advises industry leaders, security executives and global policymak-
ers on transnational cyber risk and intelligence, and has operated in nearly seventy countries around the world. 

General Session and Closing  à  Wednesday, June 18  à  11:40 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

Dinesh Thakur
Ranbaxy Whistleblower

As a former Ranbaxy Laboratories executive, Thakur discovered that the India-based pharmaceuticals company 
was falsifying drug data and violating current good manufacturing and laboratory practices to gain a competitive 

advantage in the U.S. market. His eight-year collaboration with the U.S. FDA and the Department of Justice led to a 2013 guilty 
plea by Ranbaxy and a groundbreaking $500 million settlement, the largest of its kind against a generic drug manufacturer.

Keynote Speakers
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Career Connection

Regardless of where you are in your career, the ACFE Career 
Connection has something to offer you. Let us help you enhance 
your current career or assist you on the path of finding an entirely new 
career through informative presentations, one-on-one career coaching 
sessions, face-to-face meetings with featured employers, résumé 
reviews and free mock interviews. For eight consecutive years, the 
ACFE Career Connection has assisted conference attendees in explor-
ing new and exciting career strategies.

The Career Connection offers:

 à Career Coaching — Stop by the Career Connection booth for 
free expert advice from leading career strategists, who will be 
available on a first-come, first-serve basis. Or, schedule a more in-
depth, private consultation with a strategist who will address your 
individual concerns during a 50-minute session ($50). This year’s 
career strategists include:

 à Special Presentations — Take a seat at the Presentation Stage 
in the Exhibit Hall to see live presentations full of practical and 
informative career development tips.

 à Mock Interviews — Sign up for a free mock interview, available 
for a limited number of attendees.  

 à Résumé Review Sessions — Schedule a limited one-on-one 
session with an industry expert and make your résumé stand out 
from the rest — only $30 for a 30-minute session.

 à ACFE Job Board — Browse through valuable career resources 
and available job listings on the anti-fraud industry’s leading  
employment site.

Connect directly with staff and recruiters 
from the profession’s top companies 
and government organizations. Share 
your résumé, explore job opportunities 
and informally interview with company 
or agency representatives. Past featured 
employers have included BDO Consult-
ing, Capital One, Deloitte, Ernst & Young, 
the SEC and Walmart. 

Looking to hire top anti-fraud profes-
sionals? Highlight your company and 
showcase your company’s valuable job 
opportunities as a Career Connection 
Featured Employer. To learn how you can 
participate in our Career Connection at 
no cost, contact: 

Laura Lang
LLang@ACFE.com
(800) 245-3321 / +1 (512) 478-9000

FEAtuREd EmplOyERS

Sharon 
Armstrong, 
PHR, CMF
Founder,  
Sharon Armstrong 
and Associates

Donn  
LeVie Jr.
Author, 
Lecturer and 
Consultant

Kimberly 
Schneiderman, 
NCRW, CLT-
MC, CEIC
Owner, City  
Career Services

Carl  
Wellenstein
President,  
ExecGlobalNet

Glenn Bass
Director,  
SI Placement

Kathy  
Lavinder
Executive  
Director,  
SI Placement

I can honestly say that 
the [ACFE] Fraud 
Conference was by far 
the best thing I’ve ever 
done in my profes-
sional life.” 

— Kelly Barton 
Senior Manager, Global 

Trust & Security,  
HomeAway.com, Inc.

“
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Networking Events

New Member Orientation
Sunday, June 15  à  Registration for this event is complimentary

New ACFE members are invited to attend a special New Member Orientation before the Welcome Reception. Join other new 
members to learn more about the CFE credential, member benefits, online resources, chapter participation and more. Meet 
ACFE leaders, volunteers and staff who will share insight on how to get the most out of your membership and answer any 
questions you might have.

Welcome Reception
Sunday, June 15  à  Registration for this event is complimentary

Join us in the Exhibit Hall as the ACFE hosts a Welcome Reception for conference attendees. This is the perfect opportunity 
to enjoy refreshments and light hors d’oeuvres, while meeting vendors and getting a sneak peek at the latest, most up-to-date 
anti-fraud services and products available.

Attendee Networking Reception
TBD  à  Tuesday, June 17  à  Tickets: $75 per person

Enjoy drinks and hors d’oeuvres while building your professional and social circle. The Attendee Networking Reception provides 
a great opportunity to meet colleagues, potential clients and customers in a relaxed, social setting.

Focused Networking 

Industry Networking Tables
Gather with attendees from your industry during the General Sessions at reserved tables through the room. Tables will be avail-
able for financial institutions, government and law enforcement, governance, risk and compliance, internal auditors and more. 

Networking Lounge
Meet the right people for knowledge sharing, best practices and career connections at our focused networking events in the 
Exhibit Hall. These discussions are designed to bring together professionals who share similar daily challenges in the anti-
fraud field. 

Social Media
Begin connecting before the conference and keep the conversations going afterwards on Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. Full 
details on focused networking opportunities will be available on FraudConference.com closer to the conference. To begin net-
working early, join the ACFE Global Fraud Conference group on LinkedIn!

Networking
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Pre-Conference workshops are a great way to kick-start your ACFE Global Fraud Conference experience and will give you the 
tools to gain the professional edge you need. These four-hour sessions provide a higher level of instruction and practical skill 
development than a typical Main Conference session. Make plans to arrive early and take advantage of one of these offerings.

Pre-Conference Education
Sunday, June 15  à  1:00-5:00 p.m.  à  CPE: 4

Incorporating the New Social 
Media in Fraud Examinations
CPE CrEdit: 4 

Course Level: Intermediate

Recommended Prerequisite: An under-
standing of Internet search methodologies 
and resources

Field of Study: Computer Science

Cynthia Hetherington, CFE
President, Hetherington Group

Tweetdeck, Tweettunnel, 
Statigram. New resources to 

use in your online investigations are 
continually becoming available as the 
Internet evolves. This insider’s guide 
to social network investigations will ex-
plore the latest search tools to help you 
stay up-to-date. The Pre-Conference 
session expands on the items you can 
search for and discusses the items that 
simply don’t work. You will leave with a 
list of new search resources, along with 
an understanding of where they are 
going and how they can improve your 
investigation.

Benford’s Law and Other  
Analytical Fraud Detection 
Techniques
CPE CrEdit: 4 

Course Level: Intermediate

Prerequisite: Experience with importing 
data into Access, ACL, Excel or IDEA;  
some experience with data analysis  
routines such as calculated fields, sorting 
and filtering

Field of Study: Auditing

Mark Nigrini
Professor, College of Business 
and Economics,  
West Virginia University

Learn new techniques for detecting 
fraud, errors and biases in corporate 
data. This Pre-Conference session will 
provide tests that will give you a high-lev-
el overview of your data, followed by 
tests to drill down and expose small 
clusters of irregularities. The discussions 
will also explore recent innovations with 
respect to Benford’s Law and new devel-
opments such as the use of correlation 
and time-series analysis to detect outli-
ers as a part of a continuous monitoring 
program. You will learn from two exam-
ples of real frauds and the analytics tests 
that would have detected them before 
many millions of dollars were lost over 
several years. You will also discuss cases 
currently in the news where analytics 
might have played a role in uncovering 
the irregularities.

Preparing for Civil Litigation  
in a Fraud Examination 
CPE CrEdit: 4 

Course Level: Intermediate

Prerequisite: An understanding of the legal 
elements of a fraud investigation

Field of Study: Business Law

Bruce Dubinsky, CFE, CPA, 
CVA, CFF
Managing director, duff and 
Phelps, LLC

Expert support in fraud examinations is 
a growing field. As more fraudsters are 
caught and brought to justice, litigation 
becomes necessary to illustrate what 
happened or to recoup fraud losses. 
Learn to navigate the civil litigation 
minefield for experts and prepare for 
your day in court during this Pre- 
Conference session. ACFE Regent 
Bruce Dubinsky, who has testified nu-
merous times as an expert in the fraud 
examination field, will offer insights and 
advice based on real-world experiences.
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Customize your learning by choosing from 13 parallel educational tracks 
with more than 70 sessions, advanced-level options and interactive panel 
discussions all led by industry experts from the world’s top organizations. 
Both new practitioners and experienced professionals will find opportuni-
ties to enhance their knowledge, expand capabilities and learn new skills. 
Regardless of your experience level we offer the training for you.

Please help us avoid overcrowded rooms by pre-registering for your 
educational sessions and only attending your pre-registered selections. To 
select your workshops and print out your personal itinerary online, go to 
FraudConference.com and click “My Schedule” (your user ID and password 
are required). You may also fill out the session selection portion of the 
registration form located on pages 23-24, or call an ACFE Member Services 
Representative at (800) 245-3321 / +1 (512) 478-9000 with your choices.

Ethics Credits for Certified Fraud Examiners
In support of our CPE ethics requirements, we are offering various edu-
cational sessions focused on ethics and ethics-related topics that meet 
the requirement. Sessions will be identified by the below icon and will be 
included in your conference CPE form. CFEs are required to earn 20 hours 
of CPE per 12-month period. At least 10 of these must relate directly to the 
detection and deterrence of fraud and two hours must relate directly to 
ethics.

= Session content eligible for ACFE ethics CPE requirement.

NASBA Registered Learning
The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, Inc. 
is registered with the National Association of State 
Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) as a sponsor of con-
tinuing professional education on the National Reg-
istry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy 

have final authority on the acceptance of individual courses for CPE credit. 
Complaints regarding registered sponsors may be submitted to the National 
Registry of CPE Sponsors through its website: www.learningmarket.org.

For additional CPE details on all conference sessions, please visit 
FraudConference.com.

Main Conference Overview
Monday, June 16-Wednesday, June 18  à  CPE: 20 Making the Most of 

Your Conference

The 25th Annual ACFE Global Fraud 
Conference offers more opportunities 
than ever to advance your career as an 
anti-fraud professional. Start planning 
your conference experience now:

 à Choose the right sessions to 
expand your anti-fraud knowledge. 
Visit FraudConference.com to filter 
sessions by topic, field of study and 
more to help narrow the options.

 à Find your niche. With nearly 3,000 
attendees, almost every anti-fraud 
role, career level and industry are 
represented. Take advantage of the 
focused networking opportunities 
to connect with the attendees who 
share your challenges.

 à Review the Exhibitor Directory with 
colleagues prior to the event to 
identify which vendors can help you 
solve current challenges.

 à Download the mobile app, available 
in late spring. This on-the-go guide 
will help you navigate the conference 
and connect with other attendees 
before, during and after the event.

 
Need help gaining approval to attend? 
Download a sample justification letter at 
FraudConference.com/Justify. 

CONFERENCE tipS

Anyone in this pro-
fession who does not 
attend ACFE seminars 
and/or conferences is 
getting left behind in 
all things fraud-related.” 
— Ronnie Weatherford, CFE 

Senior Corporate Fraud  
Analyst/Corporate  

Compliance Assistant,  
American National Property & 

Casualty Company

“
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Main Conference Education
Monday, June 16-Wednesday, June 18  à  CPE: 20

TRACK A

Implementing Approaches to Fraud  
Awareness and Prevention

2A Vultures, Victims and Victories:  
Mortgage and Other Housing-Related Fraud
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Stephanie Dupree, CFE, CIA, CGAP
Independent Consultant

Stephanie Sgouros
Owner, Sgouros Enterprises, LLC

Due to the economic and housing market downturn that began in 2006, 
mortgage and other housing-related fraud has significantly increased. Au-
ditors and investigators are continually challenged to identify the tactics 
used by mortgage fraud perpetrators and develop techniques to help pre-
vent and detect this type of fraud. This session will discuss current trends, 
strategies and techniques that can be used to identify red flags and inves-
tigate areas of potential fraud in housing. 

4A Insurance Fraud and Tools a CFE Can  
Use to Reduce It
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Barry Zalma, CFE
Insurance Consultant, Zalma Insurance Consultants

Insurance fraud continually takes more money each year from the insur-
ance-buying public. Although no one knows the true amount, fraud experts 
estimate the extent of insurance fraud in the U.S. to range from $87 to 
$300 billion every year. This session will help you understand the concept 
of insurance fraud and the use of red flags or indicators of insurance fraud. 
You will also learn about the various weapons available to fight against 
fraudulent insurance activities.

5A/7A Having a Successful Fraud-Fighting Career
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
W. Steve Albrecht, CFE, CPA, CIA
Andersen Alumni Professor and Wheatley Fellow,  
Marriott School of Management, Brigham Young University

There are many great professional opportunities for Certified Fraud Exam-
iners. As one of the ACFE’s founding members (and first president), W. 
Steve Albrecht’s career has had many opportunities including fraud con-
sulting, investigation, detection, expert witnessing, book and article writ-
ing and even chairing investigations for boards of directors. In this session, 
he will share what is possible and how you can enhance your career to 
seek these different kinds of opportunities. 

9A Fraud Maturity Model: Advancing the  
Anti-Fraud Management Program
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Elizabeth Junell, CFE, CPA, CFF
Partner, Ernst & Young LLP

Certain types of fraud, like bribery, corruption and inventory theft, are get-
ting attention from companies while others are often low in priority. Overall 
fraud management programs are often overlooked or have become stale, 
and this creates risk for companies that should be addressed. The right 
model of fraud management can not only help an organization to reduce 
this risk, but also achieve efficiencies in fraud management. Selecting the 
right fraud management model and maturing that model are the keys to 
success. This session will discuss trends in ownership structures for the 
program as a whole, execution responsibilities for each of the primary ele-
ments and a maturity continuum by element. 

10A/11A When Bad Things Happen to Good  
Companies: The Business Imperative for  

Anti-Fraud Programs 
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Wednesday, 8:30-9:50 a.m.
Eric Feldman, CFE, CIG
President, Core Integrity Group, LLC

Ethical decision making in a business setting is driven by the underlying 
corporate culture and core values of an organization. Too often, the “tone 
at the top” is characterized by ethical commitments made at senior levels 
of the company that are not followed through with or are stymied. Such 
cultures create a ripe environment for bad decisions and choices. This 
session will explore the risks and factors that lead to corporate fraud, even 
in those organizations that view themselves as highly ethical, and identify 
how strong anti-fraud programs can create a return on investment.

12A Educator Panel: Hope for the Future:  
Where Are the Future Fraud Fighters?
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Wednesday, 10:10-11:30 a.m.
Moderator: George Young, Ph.D., CFE, CPA
Associate Professor, Academic Director of School of Accounting, 
Executive Programs, Florida Atlantic University

Are we really educating anti-fraud professionals at the post-second-
ary level? Are students leaving with the right skills to respond to the 
fraud the future holds for them? Hear this panel of educators and pro-
fessionals discuss where the next generation of fraud professionals 
is coming from and what tools it will need.

= Session content eligible for ACFE ethics CPE requirement.
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TRACK B

Tools for Fraud Deterrence and Detection

2B Building a House of Cards: Using the  
Reverse Entry to Hide Fraud
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Adam Bowen, CFE, CPA, CMA, CFF
Manager of Forensic Audit, VION Receivable Investment

Financial statement accounts can, when used together in a specific way, 
perpetrate fraud and even cleanse financial statements of its occurrence. 
Case in point: A debit to accounts payable and a credit to expense in the 
same period have the essential impact of reducing both payables and 
expenses in a given period. Done in increments appropriate for the period 
and size of the financial statement balances, a fraud of this nature could 
operate for an extended period of time. This session is designed to focus 
on the lesser-covered concept of using the method of reversal entries as 
normal accrual entries to strategically alter account balances.

4B Integrity Monitorship of Public  
Construction Projects and the CFE
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Kenneth Citarella, J.D., CFE, IAPP/US
Managing Director, Guidepost Solutions LLC

An Integrity Monitor (IM) may be retained to observe large, public con-
struction projects by the contracting agency. This is becoming increas-
ingly common in larger municipalities, particularly in regard to high 
volume disaster recovery efforts. This session will introduce you to the 
concept of serving as an IM for public construction projects and explore 
the role in detail with examples of specific activities. 

5B/7B Criminal Minds: Sources and Methods  
Fraudsters Deploy
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Andy Wilson, CFE, CPP
Managing Director, Wilson & Turner Incorporated

Tracy K. Webb, CSCP
Compliance Officer, State of New York Comptroller’s Office

Examine the key strategies used by fraudsters to create havoc in an orga-
nization. This session will offer valuable perspectives from compliance and 
anti-fraud practitioners who will lead a discussion using documented case 
examples and audience participation. You’ll gain an understanding of the 
mind of a fraudster in developing sources and methods used to steal and 
conceal, as well as gain a greater appreciation of the robust countermea-
sures used to stop them. 

9B Diagnosing Health Care Fraud
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Marius Smit, CFE
Head of Group Forensic Services, Discovery Group 

What is the true cost of health care fraud, and how does it differ from 
fraud in other industries? This session will introduce you to different types 
of health care fraud and specific investigation techniques used to detect 
them. You will also explore the use of data analytics in identifying health 
care fraud as well as the positive effect on billing patterns by creating 
awareness in specific areas.

10B/11B Shell Games: Investigating Shell  
Companies and Understanding Their  
Roles in International Fraud
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Wednesday, 8:30-9:50 a.m.
Ryan Hubbs, CFE, CIA, CCSA, PHR
Forensic Audit Manager, Halliburton

Do you really know who your vendors and customers are? While you may 
have a name on a contract, an email address, a physical address and a bank 
account, it doesn’t necessarily mean they are legit. If they are a shell com-
pany, how would you know? More importantly, how would you investigate 
them to know for sure? Shell companies are becoming a more widely used 
global fraud tool and every anti-fraud professional from every country should 
expect to come across a shell company at least once in their career. This 
interactive session will help enhance your investigative knowledge of shell 
companies and understand how they are used by international fraudsters. 

12B How Knowing Your Enemy Is the Best Way  
to Prevent, Investigate and Recover
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Wednesday, 10:10-11:30 a.m.
Neal Levin, J.D.
Partner; Team Leader, Fraud and Internal Investigations Practice 
Group, Freeborn & Peters LLC

In this powerful look at the nefarious world of fraud, you will learn that fraud-
sters are driven by a primordial instinct to conquer. It’s not about the mon-
ey…it’s about superiority! Learn how corporations, banks, insurers, trust-
ees, receivers and anyone with a need to uncover and recover from fraud 
can outplay cheats and tricksters by getting to know them better. 

TRACK C 

Handling the Fraud Investigation and Remediation

2C Conducting Internal Investigations in  
Domestic and Foreign Countries
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Sherman McGrew, J.D., CFE
Program Analyst, TSA

Investigating one’s own colleagues for fraud is an extremely difficult sit-
uation and poses unique challenges, particularly when the suspected 
fraudster may continue to be employed at the same company as the in-
vestigator. How does one interview a friend? When is it time to back off 
from an internal investigation and bring in an outside source? Explore how 
to tackle the internal investigation, detect falsehood and avoid the pitfalls 
when dealing with co-workers and friends.

4C Corporate Fraud in the Federal System:  
Civil and Criminal Penalties
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
The Honorable William C. Killian, J.D.
U.S. Attorney, Eastern District of Tennessee, Department of Justice

Violations of civil and criminal fraud statutes, penalties and fines provided 
by federal law all have consequences in the corporate world. This session 
will provide an overview of the various federal fraud statutes as applied to 
corporate business entities. Examples of actual cases prosecuted involving 
defense contractors, medical providers, device manufacturers, pharmaceu-
tical entities and environmental contractors, as well as corporate wire and 
mail fraud activity, will be presented. You’ll also learn practical and strategic 
ideas to consider when faced with a corporate fraud investigation.
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5C/7C Logistics of International Investigations
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Leah Lane, CFE
Director, TI Global Investigations, Texas Instruments

When performing investigations in foreign countries, unique issues can 
arise. This session will discuss logistical issues such as language, security, 
document gathering and privacy laws, interviewing and employment laws 
outside of your own country. It will also address issues from initiation of 
investigations.

9C The Confession Interview: Ethical, Legal  
and Psychological Implications for the Forensic  
Accountant
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Scott Porter, CPA, CA, IFA
Senior Investigator, Professional Conduct,  
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario

On February 7, 2010, Detective Jim Smyth elicited a compelling confes-
sion from Colonel Russell Williams. The examination of the Williams in-
vestigation reveals the ethical, legal and psychological challenges of inves-
tigative interviews, an understanding of which is critical for the forensic 
accountant to master in order to shape positive investigative outcomes. 
Starting with a review of confession laws and the pitfalls that may arise 
if the forensic accountant does not have the requisite understanding of 
these laws, the session will discuss various interview models and their 
applicability to IFA practitioners when dealing with confession interviews. 
In addition, video footage from the Williams interview will be reviewed.

10C/11C Bringing Certified Fraud Examiner  
Expertise to a Federal Investigation
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Wednesday, 8:30-9:50 a.m.
Victor Hartman, J.D., CFE, CPA, CFF
Attorney, The Hartman Firm, LLC

See firsthand how the CFE adds value to federal investigations. Wheth-
er your client is a corporation, victim, regulator, government entity or 
defendant, learn how to present, investigate and obtain positive results 
in criminal and civil federal investigations. Hear the inside story from a 
former Chief Division Counsel with the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

12C Investigator Panel: Benchmarking Best  
Practices in a Fraud Investigation
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Wednesday, 10:10-11:30 a.m.
Angela L. Byers
Section Chief, Federal Bureau of Investigation, Financial Crimes Section

When a fraud examination is initiated, is there a best practice approach 
to building the team and assigning resources or is it managed on a case 
by case basis? This panel will address issues related to ascertaining 
asset deployment and investigative structure in a fraud examination fo-
cusing on best practices, budgetary constraints and real-life experience.

TRACK D

Staying Ahead: Emerging Trends and Issues

2D Affordable Care Act: A Fraudster’s Paradise
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Tamara May, CFE, PMP
President, T.R. Turner & Associates, Inc.

New health care changes effective for 2014 will provide more opportuni-
ties for fraud as the number of covered health care participants increases. 
Health & Human Services and other organizations in the federal govern-
ment have implemented various techniques to combat fraud and in some 
cases proactively prevent it. However, as we continue to improve health 
care for all individuals in the U.S., we still face the age old problem of not 
enough resources and time in the day to manage the mounting dollars paid 
under fraudulent circumstances. This session will provide an overview of 
the new regulations and the most attractive advantages for fraudsters.

4D Preventing Data Breach-Related Identity Fraud
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Alphonse Pascual, CFE
Senior Analyst, Javelin Strategy & Research

According to Javelin data, the rate of breach-related identity fraud has 
grown substantially over the past several years. In the place of dumpster 
diving and mail theft, criminals have migrated to data breaches to fuel a 
wide range of frauds across a variety of industries. Worse still, these frauds 
often target businesses in the same industries from which the criminals first 
compromised the data. This session will explore the relationship between 
data breaches and identity fraud, illuminating best practices for preventing 
breach-related crimes to protect your organization’s reputation and profits.

5D/7D Incorporating Digital Technology into the  
Interviewing Process
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Don Rabon, CFE
President, Successful Interviewing Techniques

The age of digital communication is here. Technology is now very much a 
part of our professional communication. As more entities incorporate digi-
tal interviewing into their operation, what are the current interviewing ram-
ifications, both positive and negative? What does the future of this shifting 
interviewing paradigm hold? This session will look at the current digital 
interviewing status and peers over the horizon at what might be to come. 

9D The Latin American Business Style: Common  
Risks and Challenges to Doing Business in the Region
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Fernando Cevallos, CFE, LSS
Director, PwC

Companies must know the key risks and schemes that their current op-
erations and potential expansion or acquisitions face in the region. Latin 
America is a particular market where relationships and connections are 
more important than capacity, quality and price. This session will provide 
you a holistic view of the region, and the quick wins and areas on which 
companies must focus. 
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10D/11D The Psychology Behind Interviewing:  
Understanding Human Behavior
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Wednesday, 8:30-9:50 a.m.
Evy Poumpouras
Professor of Criminal Justice and Criminology,  
City University of New York  
Former Special Agent, U.S. Secret Service

Eliciting information from people is an art form, and not an exact sci-
ence. That is because people are inherently complex creatures, and 
there is no linear approach when assessing human behavior. To be 
an effective communicator you need to understand the psychologi-
cal mindset of the person sitting across from you. A greater concep-
tualization of human behavior is having the capacity to understand 
and appreciate humanity from a broader three-dimensional perspec-
tive rather than a one-dimensional approach.

12D Recognizing and Avoiding the Pitfalls of  
State Secrets in China
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Wednesday, 10:10-11:30 a.m.
Edward Epstein
Managing Partner, Troutman Sanders LLP 

State secrets are broadly defined in China, and any investigation into a cor-
poration or assets with any state ownership will touch upon information 
that may be classified as a state secret. Examine the definition of state 
secrets in China, and learn to identify potential red flags so you can avoid 
liability for handling information that may be treated as a state secret. This 
session will also discuss recent cases concerning foreign parties subject 
to China’s state secrecy laws and regulations.

TRACK E

Approaches to Anti-Fraud Auditing

2E Using Readily Available Information Technology  
Resources to Assist with Auditing for Fraud
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
John Christly, CFE, CISSP, PMP, PI
Chief Information Security Officer/HIPAA Security Officer,  
Nova Southeastern University

In modern information technology shops within many small- to large-sized 
companies, there are important technology resources in place and avail-
able to assist the Certified Fraud Examiner with auditing an IT network and 
discovering areas where fraud may be hiding. These can include software 
and hardware inventory systems, vulnerability assessment tools and log 
management systems that may already exist in your target environment. 
This session will explore the vast array of readily available technology re-
sources to assist with auditing for fraud.
 

4E Exposing Credit Card Risk in Your Organization
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Erich Heneke, CFE, CMA, CFM
Senior Manager – Supply Chain, Mayo Clinic

Take a look at the Mayo Clinic’s journey in implementing an award-winning 
process of credit card auditing for fraud, waste and abuse. This session 
will illustrate why automated auditing is preferred and provide a roadmap 
for how a full-scale data mining program can work in your organization. 
You will walk away with actionable ideas on creating internal risk assess-
ments to assess your credit card exposure. 

5E/7E Why Audits Fail to Find Fraud
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Allen Brown, CFE, CPA
Owner, AFB Consulting 

The fact that financial audits fail to find fraud is an ongoing issue faced by 
auditors around the world. In general, the standards require that audits 
be designed to identify fraud that would be material to the financial state-
ments. However, there are occasions when the fraud is not material to the 
financial statements but is large enough to cause serious concern to the 
users and the general public. This is an even greater concern when the 
auditors held the fraud in their hands and did not see it. This session will 
use real examples to address some of the reasons that lead to audit failure 
when identifying fraud. 

9E Audit Panel: Is Fraud Risk Being Taken  
Seriously Enough?
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Moderator: Jeff Rowland, CFE, CPA, CIA
Vice President, Internal Audit, USAA

Who defines the risk-based approach auditors are increasingly using to de-
termine audits? Is this process collaborative and are fraud-based risks and 
all the potential components being given equal weight with other identified 
risks during the assessment process? This panel of audit professionals will 
look at the risk-based approach to fraud in determining the best approach 
to sell this as a real component of their audit plan.

10E/11E Overcoming Investigation and Audit Bias
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Wednesday, 8:30-9:50 a.m.
Gerard Zack, CFE, CPA, CIA, CCEP
President and CEO, Zack, P.C.

Science shows us that we bring biases into the workplace and they are 
much more difficult to overcome than we’d like to admit. Explore some of 
these studies and how they apply to our jobs as investigators, auditors and 
compliance professionals. This session will also use real-life investigations 
to illustrate the consequences faced when we fail to acknowledge and 
overcome our biases. 

12E Taking Your Government Audit to the Next Level
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Wednesday, 10:10-11:30 a.m.
Lisa Duke, CFE, CPA, MAFF
Examiner in Charge, New York State Comptroller’s Office

With advancement in technology and increased reliance on e-filing for 
reimbursements and claims of government programs, there is increased 
room for fraudsters to commit more fraud with government funds. This 
session will highlight some of the current issues facing government au-
ditors in conducting fraud audits, and the steps you can take to impact 
your audit outcomes and lead to more effective fraud detection. 

TRACK F

Data Analytics: Working Smarter and Harder with Big Data

2F Five Lessons Learned with Managing Big Data  
in an Investigation
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Bill Hardin, CFE, CPA, CFF
Director, Navigant Consulting

New regulations and enhanced controls are uncovering previously undetect-
ed corruption within companies. What should a company do when it be-
comes aware of these activities? Gain an understanding of how big data is 
used within an investigation. This session will walk through the methodology 
and give you five key points to help you prepare for when an event occurs. 
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4F Impact of Big Data Tools on Fraud Identification  
and Prevention in Retail Transactions
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
David Speights, Ph.D.
Chief Data Scientist, The Retail Equation

By monitoring high-risk retail transactions over time using real-world and 
proven statistical modeling, big data tools and analytics are reshaping re-
tail loss prevention operations and policies. This is important in any eco-
nomic climate but in a mixed economy where profit margins are uncertain, 
it is imperative for retail — or any transaction processing function — to 
have an unbiased and quantitative picture of their business rooted in sol-
id statistical data analysis. This session will provide real-life examples of 
fraud and abuse identified by retailers using these techniques.

5F/7F 2014 Global Forensic Data Analytics  
Survey: How Does Your Company Compare?
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Vincent Walden, CFE, CPA
Partner, Ernst & Young LLP

How does your anti-fraud and compliance monitoring program compare to 
other organizations globally? EY recently surveyed hundreds of anti-fraud 
and compliance professionals around the world to understand various 
maturity levels on the use of forensic data analytics and computer-aided 
audit tools in the internal audit, investigative and compliance monitoring 
functions. This session will discuss key findings and global perspectives 
on data analytics, among other topics.

9F Turning Data Analysis into Dollars
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Katrina Kiselinchev, CFE, CPA, CIA, CFF
President, Inclusivitie LLC

Data analysis is often still thought of as a foreign concept. Many compa-
nies who have implemented data analysis have not aligned it with strat-
egy, audit plan, fraud discovery and creating value. But there is power in 
data analytics — the power to create value in an organization. This inte-
grated and technology-driven session will demonstrate recent trends, re-
al-life case studies and interactive tools using a minimum of two provid-
ers. It will also provide a guide on how to turn data analysis into dollars. 

10F/11F Data Analytics to Prevent and Detect Fraud
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Wednesday, 8:30-9:50 a.m.
David Coderre, ACDA
President, CAATS

Learn two approaches to using data-driven techniques to identify fraud 
risk and data analytics to prevent and detect fraud. The first approach 
starts with the assessment of control and moves to the analytics to see 
if control weaknesses are being exploited. The second approach starts 
with the data elements that support the business process and assesses 
the controls. This session will include demonstrations of how ACL can 
be used to find both known and unknown symptoms of fraud in the data.

12F Data Analytics Panel: Where Will  
Data Analytics Take Us Next?
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Wednesday, 10:10-11:30 a.m.
Moderator: Gerard Zack, CFE, CPA, CIA, CCEP
President and CEO, Zack, P.C.

Data analytics has proven to be a powerful anti-fraud tool. But where can 
it go from here? Has this approach reached its maximum potential or have 
we just begun to scratch the surface of its use in the fight against fraud? 
Hear this panel of experts in the field discuss the potential for data analyt-
ics and where it may lead the anti-fraud profession in the coming years.

TRACK G

Technology: Alternative Currencies, Deep Web,  
Forensics and Devices

2G Anti-Money Laundering in the Digital  
Currency Environment
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
David Long, J.D., CFE, CAMS
Principal, Northern California Fraud Prevention Solutions

FinCEN’s recent guidance regarding digital currencies have sent many dig-
ital currency exchanges scrambling to bring themselves into anti-money 
laundering compliance in an environment that was, until recently, unfet-
tered by government regulation. However, with widespread concern about 
digital currency being a haven for money laundering, these firms must now 
concern themselves with structuring and implementing viable, operational 
AML programs. Currency exchanges also face the challenge of establish-
ing relationships within the traditional banking sector, an industry wary of 
establishing such relationships. These relationships are seen by many as 
crucial for the viability of the digital exchanges. This session will explore 
the challenges and opportunities of operating in this arena.

4G Bring Your Own Device: Keeping Your  
Investigation from Becoming DOA
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Dustin Sachs, CFE, CCE, EnCE
Managing Consultant, Navigant Consulting

In 2009, at the height of the U.S. financial crisis, companies began allow-
ing their employees the option of using their own mobile devices (iPad, 
iPhone, Android, etc.) for business purposes. This move allowed millions 
of dollars in cost savings to companies, but it also led to the emergence 
of a new issue. What do companies do, or how do companies plan, when 
involved in litigation or business matters requiring forensic collection of 
company electronic data? This session will discuss the technical challeng-
es of collecting electronically-stored information (ESI) in a Bring Your Own 
Device (BYOD) environment. 
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5G/7G Underground Economy:  
A New Fraud Frontier
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Jean-François Legault, CFE
Vice President / Assistant Director, Global High-Tech Investigations, 
Global Security & Investigations, JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 

Be it virtual currencies, online organized crime, electronic fraud or financial 
crimeware, the underground economy impacts organizations today. This 
session will examine how fraudsters have come together online to profit 
from the exploitation of technology we rely on each day. Through concrete 
examples, you will examine the perpetrators, methods and techniques as 
well as the financial proceeds that these groups generate through their 
illegal online activities. 

9G Leveraging Open Source Intelligence (OSINT)  
to Combat Fraud
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Tyson Johnson, CFE, CPP
Director, Global Risk Management, ATS Automation

The illicit practices of diversion, theft of trade secrets and counterfeiting 
pharmaceutical drugs have been estimated to be a $200 billion per year 
industry. Managing and identifying intellectual property infringement can 
help leaders maintain a competitive advantage and avoid loss in market 
share. This presentation will review how OSINT can be used to reduce 
risk exposure, identify potential loss incidents and assist in loss recovery 
efforts. As fraud investigators and other risk management practitioners 
seek to harness the overwhelming body of information available through 
OSINT, this session will provide proactive new solutions to use in the field.

10G/11G Bitcoin and Virtual Economies:  
Fraud’s New Best Friend
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Wednesday, 8:30-9:50 a.m.
Jim Butterworth, CFE
Executive Director of Services, ManTech

In recent years digital exchange systems have emerged on the Internet, 
ushering in new means for fraudsters to move money around. Rest as-
sured, wherever there is a place that offers relative obscurity, anonym-
ity and a lack of regulatory oversight, fraudsters will flock there. In this 
session you will receive a brief history lesson of virtual economies fol-
lowed by a description of how they work and their application in fraud.

12G The Deep Web or the Undernet:  
The Dark Side of the Internet
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Wednesday, 10:10-11:30 a.m.
Walt Manning, CFE
Director, Techno-Crime Institute

There is a part of the Internet that is mostly unknown and hidden from 
the average user. Accessible only from a special browser, this part of the 
Internet has been called the “deep web” or the “undernet.” The Silk Road 
has been called the “Amazon.com and the eBay of drugs.” There are sites 
where weapons are sold, and another group sells assassination services. 
Hackers sell automated exploits and viruses, or they can be hired to use 
their expertise to attack any target. For people who don’t want to get their 
hands dirty, it is fairly easy to hire someone to provide almost any criminal 
service for a fee. This session will introduce you to the inner workings of 
the deep web and provide tips on using this hidden resource as part of 
your fraud examination.

TRACK H

Balancing Compliance and Risk Management

2H Business Corruption in China: Issues, Patterns  
and Approaches for Detection and Prevention
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Brent Carlson, CFE
Director, AlixPartners

Business corruption and FCPA issues have been a primary area of focus 
for multinational companies, private equity firms and government enforce-
ment activities. This stems from a “perfect storm” of factors: China’s rise 
to become the world’s second largest economy, the importance of China’s 
market for international business and a partially reformed economy stuck 
in transition. This session explores these underlying factors as well as the 
evolution of patterns observed in bribery and corruption from detailed expe-
rience on the ground. In addition, you’ll hear interesting and chilling recent 
developments, including the Chinese government’s own targeted anti-cor-
ruption initiatives and the clampdown on investigative methods in China.

4H Payment Trends: Fraud, Risk Management  
and Europay-MasterCard-Visa (EMV)
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Matt Davies, AAP, CTP, CPP
Payments Outreach Officer, Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas

This session will discuss recent trends in payments fraud and risk man-
agement, as well as the progress of the adoption of the Europay-Mas-
terCard-Visa (EMV) standard for processing credit and debit card trans-
actions in the U.S. Among the highlights will be a review of some of the 
corporate account takeover (CATO) situations that have resulted in court 
cases. The session will also cover best practices that may be implement-
ed by banks and corporations to mitigate payments fraud and CATO.
 

5H/7H Promoting a Collaborative Environment  
Among Risk Management, Internal Audit and  
Compliance Departments
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Andrew Simpson, CISA
Chief Operating Officer, CaseWare RCM Inc.

Long gone are the days when organizations could afford to treat each 
risk, fraud and compliance issue as an individual problem and allow 
business processes, employees and systems to operate in silos. In or-
der for businesses to activate robust fraud detection, diverse teams of 
fraud investigators, internal auditors, enterprise risk management spe-
cialists, business executives and compliance officers must work in uni-
son; each brings a unique perspective and skill set that can be invalu-
able to the organization. This session will examine the “Three Lines of 
Defense Model” where management control is the first line of defense 
in risk management, the various risk control and compliance functions 
are the second line of defense, and independent assurance is the third. 

9H Fighting Corruption in Emerging Countries:  
Brazil’s New Anti-Corruption Law
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Claudio Peixoto, CFE, CRC
Director, Ernst & Young

On August 1, 2013, Brazil enacted law 12.846, a new anti-corruption law 
that establishes corporate liability for corruption acts against Brazilian and 
foreign public officials. Companies conducting business activities in Brazil 
should pay attention to this law. The good news for companies is that the 
Brazilian law includes a provision directing that sanctions may be reduced 
for companies with effective compliance programs in place, and those that 
self-disclose violations of the law to authorities. This session will use real 
Brazilian experience to illustrate how to fight corruption in Brazil.
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10H/11H The Fraud Examiner’s Journey to  
the Compliance Office
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Wednesday, 8:30-9:50 a.m.
Paul Zikmund, CFE
Director, Global Ethics & Compliance, Bunge

The compliance profession has exploded over the past few years, with 
the role of the Chief Compliance Officer (CCO) becoming one of the most 
sought after employees. Fraud examiners, through their experience and 
skills, are well-qualified to fill these roles and should endeavor to position 
themselves as future candidates. Discover the practical steps for pursuing 
the path from fraud examiner to compliance officer, including the skills, 
experience and personal attributes to become successful in this role.

12H The Anatomy of a Bribe
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Wednesday, 10:10-11:30 a.m.
Scott Hilsen, J.D., CFE
Director, KPMG Forensic

Enforcement of anti-bribery and corruption laws around the world is at an 
all-time high. If your company does business in any foreign country, there 
is a risk that bribes could be hiding in plain sight. To know what they look 
like and where to find them, you first need to understand the anatomy of a 
bribe. This session will describe the nature of bribes, where they most of-
tentimes are concealed and leading practices used to uncover them. Real 
case studies and actual examples of bribes will be highlighted to show 
how best to identify and capture bribes.

TRACK I

Ethics and Legal: The Guidance When No One  
Is Looking

2I Criminal Investigations: Getting a  
Prosecutor to Take Your Case
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Donna Strittmatter, J.D.
Chief, Specialized Crime Division,  
Dallas County District Attorney’s Office

White-collar crime prosecutors are presented with thousands of poten-
tial cases each year. What makes them accept some cases and reject 
similar ones? Believe it or not, it is often the work of the fraud investi-
gator that makes the difference. This session will provide techniques to 
help best present your investigation for prosecutorial consideration and 
insight into what a prosecutor needs to make a case. From the initial 
meeting to understanding how boxes of paperwork become evidence, 
you will learn how to increase the number of your investigations that get 
accepted for criminal prosecution by learning to think like a prosecutor.

4I Business Ethics: Critical Steps You  
Need to Know to Protect Yourself 

and Your Organization
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Sheila Moran, CFE, CPA
CFO, Professional Power Products

Business ethics has grabbed mainstream attention as both law enforcement 
and the marketplace have punished wrong-doers. According to the 2010 
COSO Report, companies averaged a 16.7 percent drop in stock price within 
two days of reporting fraud. At the same time, the Ethisphere Institute re-
ports that ethical companies have outperformed the S&P 500 by at least 25 
percent. This session will discuss the organizations getting it right, as well 
the worst offenders, to reinforce the importance of implementing a busi-
ness ethics program that is realistic, fair and designed to succeed. 

5I/7I Anti-Corruption Compliance:  
A Global Challenge
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Robert Rudloff, CFE, CIA, CRMA
Senior Vice President, Internal Audit, MGM Resorts International

The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) is not the only anti-corruption 
standard that global companies must face. Many countries have adopted 
— or are adopting — anti-corruption standards that could very likely differ 
from U.S. anti-corruption standards. Further, while companies build com-
plex ownership structures for legal or tax purposes, they may unknowingly 
expose their organization to multiple layers of anti-corruption laws. This 
session will focus on addressing the inter-relationship of anti-corruption 
laws in different parts of the world and how management can develop 
strategies to mitigate overlapping anti-corruption risks. 

9I Managing Corruption with Data Intelligence
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Duston Sackett, CFE, CISA, CIA, CISSP
Audit Manager: Data Intelligence and Legal, Intel Corporation

As corruption legislation is enacted and enforced, corporations are work-
ing hard to identify ways to perform due diligence. With the amount of 
data that exists, automated methods of reviewing for risky activity is re-
quired. Moreover, the methods for detecting corrupt activity or bribes tend 
to be quite difficult. This session will help guide you through building out a 
program that can detect potential corrupt activity for follow-up. You’ll also 
learn to streamline the process of automating a solution on the cheap, 
what to look for and what needs to be followed through on. 

= Session content eligible for ACFE ethics CPE requirement.
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10I/11I Hindsight, Foresight and Insight into  
Global Corruption Issues
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Wednesday, 8:30-9:50 a.m.
Jonathan Marks, CFE, CPA, CGMA, CFF
Partner – Fraud, Ethics, & Anti-Corruption Services Leader, 
Crowe Horwath LLP

Stringent enforcement and significant criminal and civil penalties make 
the FCPA a powerful weapon in the global war on corruption. Now more 
than ever before, it is important for companies conducting business in-
ternationally to accurately measure, proactively manage and continuously 
assess compliance and anti-corruption risk with a robust FCPA compliance 
program. Top-to-bottom knowledge of FCPA and attendant anti-corruption 
requirements is necessary to minimize the risk of sanctions. This session 
will focus on prior FCPA enforcement actions of companies and individuals 
and extract the key lessons that should be learned from those matters. 

12I Other People’s Money: Are Regulators Doing  
Enough to Protect Customer Funds from Fraud?
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Wednesday, 10:10-11:30 a.m.
Jim Conversano, CFE, CFA
Principal, Berkeley Research Group, LLC

Madoff, MF Global and Peregrine Financial Group are only a few of the 
more familiar names leaving a long list of fraud casualties in their wake. 
This session uses case studies to take a closer look at common themes 
related to the stunning losses of customer funds at various regulated 
entities. You’ll also discuss changes recently implemented by regula-
tors to prevent such failures, and whether or not they will be enough.

TRACK J

Best Practices: Working with What Works

2J Taking Your CFE to the Next Level of Expert  
Witness
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Philip Levi, CFE, FCPA, CPA, CFF
Partner, Levi & Sinclair, LLP

For the past decade, corporate America has faced increased fraud despite 
the new Sarbanes-Oxley rules and more stringent oversight at the corpo-
rate audit level. What has this done to the practicing CFE? It has created 
opportunities for the smaller offices due to the restrictions placed on the 
larger firms regarding their ability to provide consulting services to their au-
dit clients. The increased demand for qualified fraud examiners and expert 
witnesses will explode well beyond the supply that currently exists. This 
session is designed to teach the accomplished CFE how to move to the 
next level  — the expert witness.

4J Revealing the Most Relevant Techniques for  
Investigating Conflicts and Kickbacks
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
John Hurlimann, CFE
Investigations Program Manager, Intel Corporation

Where do you look to determine the relationship your employee has with 
an outside organization? Does their family or friend own the outside com-
pany, or does your employee have a financial connection directly? How 
is your employee influencing business to that organization? This session 
will help you focus your investigation on the key elements of a conflict 
of interest. You’ll learn how to investigate each element to close cases 
faster and with more success. You will also learn best practices used in 
international case studies and the key evidence that broke the case.

5J/7J Tips, Tools and Techniques for Success  
in Fraud Examinations
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Jonathan Turner, CFE, CII
Senior Director, Global Compliance Investigations,  
Wright Medical Technology

As the fraud examination profession hits its 25th anniversary, there are 
important lessons for fraud examiners to draw from the past and ex-
trapolate into the future. This fast moving session will present tools and 
techniques, career guidance and words of wisdom from an experienced 
global road warrior in the fight against fraud. No matter if you have three 
weeks of experience or three decades, this session will provide you 
with the information you need to succeed over the next 25 years. 

9J Warfare of the Mind: Cross-Disciplinary  
Collaboration in Fraud and Asset Recovery
InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Martin Kenney, CFE
Managing Partner, Martin Kenney & Co, Solicitors

Alexander Stein
Founder, Dolus Counter-Fraud Advisors LLC 
Principal, The Boswell Group LLC

An experienced fraud and asset recovery lawyer and a specialist in the psy-
chology of fraud detail the methods and benefits of their cross-disciplinary 
collaboration, with particular focus on harmonizing unconventional psy-
chodynamic, investigative, and analytic resources with progressive legal 
techniques to prevail in the ferocious conflict with the other side.

10J/11J Business Background Investigations:  
Preventing Fraud
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Wednesday, 8:30-9:50 a.m.
Cynthia Hetherington, CFE
President, Hetherington Group

Every fraud examiner should have a solid foundation for conducting online 
research in order to prevent poor business relationships. Using a com-
bination of public records and social media, you can take advantage of 
free open sources for conducting business due diligence. This session 
will review the popular fee-based and free databases and will show off 
the latest services available to investigators with an emphasis on budget 
and timeliness.

12J The Next Wave of Enhanced Due Diligence
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Wednesday, 10:10-11:30 a.m.
Glenn Dinetz, CFE, CGEIT, PI
General Manager, Compliance Center of Excellence,  
Dun & Bradstreet

Record-breaking fines issued by regulators worldwide, notably in the U.S. 
and UK, dominated the financial services landscape in 2013. This looks to 
continue in 2014 if regulators identify further failings in firms’ compliance 
with money laundering, sanctions and tax requirements. Cultural changes 
towards compliance-driven objectives should be a key priority for financial 
services firms, and those operating on a global basis will need to demon-
strate a robust compliance framework. This session will provide advanced 
instruction and guidance in mitigating their risk with Know Your Customer 
(KYC) and Know Your Vendor (KYV).
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Main Conference Education
Monday, June 16-Wednesday, June 18  à  CPE: 20

TRACK K

Case Studies: Fraud from Beginning to End

2K The Most Effective Method to Fight the  
Real Cost of Fraud and Corruption
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Sharon Xu, CFE, CIA, CRMA, CPIM
Vice President, Global Head of Internal Audit, Techtronic Industries

One of the bigger costs of fraud and corruption is the loss of productivity due 
to the time and energy people spend on their schemes instead of contribut-
ing to work. This session will share real-world cases to demonstrate how we 
fight fraud and corruption, especially in China.  

4K Embezzlement Within Municipalities:  
Far-Reaching Impact on Taxpayers
LEvEL: BASIC
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Stephen Pedneault, CFE, CPA
Owner, Forensic Accounting Services, LLC

While embezzlements by municipal employees increasingly populate the 
headlines, many smaller cases occur every day, adding up to staggering 
amounts. Using recent cases, this session will explore why employee 
thefts within cities and towns appear to be on the rise. This session will 
also explore the role of outside auditors, and how a properly performed 
audit is only part of the solution.   

5K/7K The Other Side of the Courtroom: Jordan  
Belfort from the Investigator’s and Prosecutor’s Seats
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Joel M. Cohen 
Partner,  
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP

Gregory Coleman
Special Agent,  
Asset Forfeiture/Money Laundering Team, FBI

The recent semi-autobiographical bio-pic “The Wolf of Wall Street,” tells 
one story of Jordan Belfort. But like all such ventures into this medium 
much is lost, skipped over or just not fully. During this two-part this ses-
sion, you will hear the behind-the-scenes story of Belfort and the eventual 
collapse of Stratton Oakmont from two men central to the investigation.

9K Lessons Learned from a Kickback Fraud Scheme
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Lindsey Boney III, CFE, CPA, CVA
Principal, Smith, Dukes & Buckalew, LLP

During the height of the housing market, a senior-level employee re-
sponsible at a real estate development company received substantial 
kickbacks on land purchased by his employer. This case study will ex-
plore why the company’s chief financial officer began to suspect fraud, 
the difficulty in conducting the investigation, and lessons learned from 
setbacks during civil litigation.

10K/11K An Engaging Analysis of the Numbers  
Used in Actual Fraud Schemes
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Wednesday, 8:30-9:50 a.m.
Mark Nigrini, CA
Professor, West Virginia University, College of Business and Economics

Occupational fraud and vendor or customer fraud is accomplished by add-
ing numbers to a transactional database or by manipulating numbers that 
are already there for valid transactions. These numbers form a fraud fin-
gerprint. This thought-provoking session will analyze the digit and number 
patterns of five fascinating fraud schemes and identify the fingerprints that 
usually involve the fraudster overusing specific digits or using numbers 
that are just below perceived control thresholds. 

12K Case Studies of Fraud and Greed
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Wednesday, 10:10-11:30 a.m.
Bethmara Kessler, CFE, CISA
SVP, Internal Audit, Warner Music Group

When is enough enough? For many fraudsters the answer is not very clear. 
What lessons can we learn from real cases to better protect our organiza-
tions and clients from greedy fraudsters before it is too late? This session 
will explore how the dizzying power of greed and desire to live life in the 
fast lane drives the motivation of many fraudsters. We will analyze the 
people, their behaviors and methods and discuss ideas that could have 
prevented or detected the frauds on a timelier basis.
 

TRACK L

Professional Development: Making the Most  
of Your Career

2L Understanding the New 2014 CFE Exam 
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
John Gill J.D., CFE
Vice President of Education,  
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners

Angela Archie, CFE
CFE Exam Coach, Association of Certified Fraud Examiners

In 2014, the CFE Exam and CFE Exam Prep Course® underwent signif-
icant changes. This session will discuss how these changes impact 
studying for the exam, how the exam is administered, and what options 
are available to candidates to help them prepare for and pass the exam. 

4L Networking to a Successful Fraud  
Examination Career
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Ralph Summerford, CFE, CPA, ABV, CFF
President, Forensic Strategic Solutions, Inc.

CFEs in the private sector know the lifeblood of their practice is getting 
and maintaining clients, and one of the best sources is referrals. The most 
effective way to cultivate a referral base is through networking. In this ses-
sion, learn a systematic approach to networking and get practical, hands-
on training and templates to help make networking work for you.
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5L/7L Just Because You’re an Expert ... Doesn’t  
Make You Interesting
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Paul Homoly, CSP
President, Homoly Communications Institute

It’s never been more difficult to hold people’s attention as it is now: text 
messages, email, voicemail, multitasking, social media — all of it com-
petes for attention. Learn to earn listeners’ attention during critical pre-
sentations: reporting to management, pitching your services, testifying in 
court as a fact or expert witness, or speaking at a local or national event.

9L Professional Development Panel:  
Making a Career of Fighting Fraud
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Bruce Dubinsky, CFE, CPA, CVA, CFF
Managing Director, Duff and Phelps, LLC

Many anti-fraud professionals are choosing to make fraud work their 
life’s work. No longer a component of another responsibility, companies 
are now recognizing the value of dedicated anti-fraud staffing. Individu-
als are also forming their own companies focusing on the aspects of the 
anti-fraud profession. Hear a panel of practicing fraud fighters discuss the 
expanding value of the CFE credential.

10L/11L Critical Thinking Skills and Business  
Intelligence: What Hiring Managers Look for  
in Candidates
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.  à  Wednesday, 8:30-9:50 a.m.
Donn LeVie Jr.
Consultant, author, Donn LeVie Jr. STRATEGIES

To predict a candidate’s ability for success in a particular skill, hiring manag-
ers must examine the cognitive knowledge that candidate possesses. Stan-
dardized assessments offer limited insight, but of higher interest are the 
critical-thinking process and critical-thinking result. This session explores 
the three major categories of work and the development of business intelli-
gence skills that capture the attention of hiring managers. 

12L Selling Your Services: Marketing Tips for CFEs
LEvEL: ADvAnCED
Wednesday, 10:10-11:30 a.m.
Janet McHard, CFE, CPA, MAFF, CFF
Founding Partner, McHard Accounting Consulting LLC

Learn to market your fraud examination, investigative or expert witness ser-
vices. This session will discuss marketing ideas, advertising venues and the 
development of promotional materials for selling services as a consultant. 
Additional topics will include client intake procedures, assessing risk at client 
intake and competitive pricing strategies.

TRACK M

Real-Time Solutions to Real-Time Problems 

2M Audit the Network: How Identity  
Resolution Can Improve Fraud Discovery
LEvEL: BASIC
Monday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Steve Lappenbusch, Ph.D.
Director, Market Strategy and Planning – Government, LexisNexis

Agencies often rely on a person’s self-reported information for routine 
transactions, which can leave them vulnerable to fraud. For auditors who 
understand that many of today’s fraud schemes are networked, this is 
an opportunity. By rethinking investigations with a network analytics ap-
proach, agencies will realize benefits, including reducing investigation 
time and improving coverage. 

4M Virtual Identity in the Digital Economy
LEvEL: BASIC
Monday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Jason Thomas
Manager of Innovation, Thomson Reuters

Virtual currency? Money laundering? Sounds like something from a movie, 
doesn’t it? How can virtual dollars be used to launder real, physical cash? 
More than ever, validating digital or virtual identity is important to prevent 
and investigate fraud. This session will explore how criminals are using 
virtual identities and currencies to launder money, buy and sell illicit ma-
terial, and enable fraud. Additionally, you will learn how to uncover fraud 
schemes using the same tools as the fraudsters.

5M Top 25 Tests for Analytic Superheroes
LEvEL: BASIC
Monday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.
Phil Lim
Product Manager, ACL

Data analysis can play a critical role in identifying indicators of fraud in most 
business process areas. This session will arm you with 25 simple analytic 
tests that you can use right away to increase job performance and maximize 
efficiency. This session will focus on the key areas: general ledger, travel and 
entertainment, payroll, vendor master, pay-to-purchase and order to cash.

7M Recognizing Value from Volume:  
Exposing Vendor Risk from the Big Data Cloud
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 10:20-11:40 a.m.
Tom Green
Director of Vendor Risk Management, IMC

Joe Palmar
President, Palmar Consulting Group

The ability for organizations to recognize potential vendor risk and fraud 
suffers from big data overload — information discovery and reporting lags 
behind real world requirements to allow fraudsters in the front door. A proac-
tive approach defending the fraudsters is needed to ensure the bottom line, 
reputation and credibility of an organization and the livelihood of its people. 
This session will examine real case studies to show how having the right 
process, people and tools can diminish the risk organizations have working 
with third-party vendors.

9M Social Media Search and Data Collection
LEvEL: BASIC
Tuesday, 1:40-3:00 p.m.
Ryan Hardy
CEO, Social Discovery Corp

The world has become addicted to pouring their personal lives into the 
public realm via social media outlets. It is apparent that corporations can 
use this social media data in many ways. This session will describe what 
value this information can provide, the individuals who need to be collect-
ing it, and the ways it can be aggregated and stored in an efficient manner.

10M Fuzzy Matching in Fraud Analytics
LEvEL: InTERmEDIATE
Tuesday, 3:30-4:50 p.m.
Grant Brodie, CA, CPA
President, Arbutus Software Inc.

Technology that allows you to look for inexact but close matches (fuzzy 
matching) has been around for many years. As sophistication and usability 
has improved, the applications for fraud examiners have opened up new 
opportunities to create more value and better findings. This session will 
address opportunities to apply fuzzy matching and the specific techniques 
to be used with various audit analytics packages. You will be able to imme-
diately apply these techniques in your practice.
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Explore the latest strategies and methods to apply on the job by selecting one of three Post-Conference educational options. 
These two-day seminars allow you the opportunity to delve deeper into a specific anti-fraud topic and focus on building skills. 
You’ll have opportunities to continue building professional relationships along with extended access to the ACFE Bookstore and 
Cyber Café during Post-Conference sessions.

Auditing/Investigating Fraud Seminar
CPE CrEdit: 16

Course Level: Basic 

Recommended Prerequisite: None

Field of Study: Specialized Knowledge and Applications

Allen F. Brown, CFE, CPA 
Owner,  
AFB Consulting

The Auditing/Investigating Fraud Seminar is structured as a series of general lecture and specific breakout sessions developed 
to get the respective disciplines up to speed in fraud examination. Once a fraud is detected or predication established, the next 
step is the careful planning and execution of the investigation. Not all frauds are created equal and knowing what to do, what 
skill sets to bring to bear and how to conduct the process from the beginning to ensure a successful conclusion is not always 
learned on the job. Develop and sharpen your existing skills and discover techniques necessary for effective fraud detection and 
investigation. Learn the anti-fraud concepts necessary for auditors and investigators, as well as tips, techniques and perspec-
tives on a variety of industry-specific issues.

You Will Learn How To:

Post-Conference Education
Thursday, June 19-Friday, June 20  à  CPE: 16

Leah Lane, CFE
Global investigations Manager, 
texas instruments, inc.

 à Obtain information from public records

 à Identify the direct responsibilities of accountants and  
auditors for detecting and deterring fraud

 à Review the various asset misappropriation and corruption 
schemes auditors may encounter

 à Use analytical techniques as they relate to fraud  
examination

 à Understand the components of occupational fraud and 
abuse

 à Conduct interviews including steps in the admission- 
seeking interview

 à Use the Internet as an investigative tool during fraud 
examinations

 à Act in accordance with legal issues which may impact 
investigators directly

 à Prepare reports on a fraud examination
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Building a Culture of Fraud  
Prevention and Detection
CPE CrEdit: 16

Course Level: Intermediate

Recommended Prerequisite: Familiarity with common fraud 
schemes and risks

Field of Study: Specialized Knowledge and Applications

Jonathan Turner, CFE, CII
Senior director, Global Compliance investigations, 
Wright Medical technology

It almost goes without saying that to build an 
anti-fraud culture in an organization one needs to start at 
the very top. The very term “tone at the top” describes an 
environment where ethics and organizational behavior are 
defined and, in the best of circumstances, observed to be 
emulated. Embedding an anti-fraud culture starts with the 
awareness that fraud can happen anywhere. Fraud myo-
pia, all too observable in many organizations, leaves these 
entities prone to ignoring the red flags and other indicators 
that fraud may be occurring. To culturally prevent and detect 
fraud, an organization’s awareness and deterrence programs 
must be incorporated at every level. But prevention is just 
the beginning and it must be coupled with a program which 
analyses the organization and provides a means for detec-
tion. This too must become cultural for it to work. Hotlines, 
controls, audits, risk assessments and management all play a 
critical role in this cultural development. 

This Post-Conference session will show how any organization 
can become subject to a fraudster, but every organization can 
develop a protective cultural layer which will help both keep 
fraud at bay and alert management when it is suspected.

You Will Learn How To:

 à Develop and implement an anti-fraud policy

 à Identify the elements of a strong ethical corporate culture 

 à Promote fraud awareness to employees at all levels of 
the organization

 à Respond to the red flags of fraud

Professional Interviewing Skills
CPE CrEdit: 16

Course Level: Basic

Recommended Prerequisite: None

Field of Study: Communications

Don Rabon, CFE
President, Successful interviewing techniques

Are people lying to you? Do you know for sure? 
When do actions speak louder than words? Fraud-

sters, clients, customers, colleagues and even your own 
employees may each be hiding something from you. This 
two-day, interactive course will teach you how to be more 
effective in asking direct and follow-up questions, while evalu-
ating both verbal and non-verbal responses, so you can detect 
lies and uncover the truth during interviews. 

Auditors, law enforcement officers, human resources profes-
sionals and many others have benefited from this course. By 
learning the fundamental interviewing techniques presented 
by this expert instructor, you will learn how to get more infor-
mation from subjects and how to detect deception and read 
body language during interviews.

You Will Learn How To:

 à Plan and schedule interviews

 à Comply with legal issues that affect interviews

 à Identify different types of interview questions for  
individual personality styles

 à Detect deception and create strategies to gain quality 
information 

 à Obtain confessions and signed statements

 à Define the aspects of an admission-seeking interview
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The Anti-Fraud Exhibit Hall offers you valuable face-to-face time 
with today’s leading anti-fraud information, resources and vendors. 
This is your chance to stay abreast of emerging technology, products 
and services. The Exhibit Hall will be the center of excitement with 
social events, raffle drawings, the ACFE Bookstore, Cyber Café and 
Career Connection.

Cyber Café
Stay in touch with the world while at the 
conference. Take advantage of the Cyber 
Café where you can check your email, 
surf the web at high speed or download needed files in your free time. 
The Cyber Café includes walk-up computer stations, laptop power sta-
tions, a free wireless zone and mobile device charging stations.

Fraud Museum
The early pioneers of fraud set the stage 
for money laundering, forgery, false 
accounting and investment scams. So 
how did the frauds of yesterday morph into the sophisticated frauds 
of today? Take a walk through time to find out. The traveling exhibit of 
the ACFE Fraud Museum will be on hand to bring historic frauds to life, 
from the most famous to the most obscure. This is the seventh year 
of the highly popular traveling exhibit and will feature a number of new 
and exciting pieces recently added to the collection.

ACFE Bookstore
Browse the latest titles in anti-fraud 
education, meet featured authors at 
daily book signings and take advan-
tage of exclusive conference savings on best-selling titles at the ACFE 
Bookstore. Mingle with the authors of the ACFE’s best-selling books at 
daily Author Meet and Greet events scheduled throughout the confer-
ence. Add value to your new purchases and get your favorite authors’ 
autographs. Books are available for purchase online before the confer-
ence and at the ACFE Bookstore on-site.

Anti-Fraud Exhibit Hall
Be a Part of the  
Anti-Fraud Exhibit Hall

Does your organization provide prod-
ucts and services that support the fight 
against fraud? Showcase your solutions 
in the Anti-Fraud Exhibit Hall!
 
As the largest anti-fraud event in the 
world, the 25th Annual ACFE Global Fraud 
Conference offers a unique chance to 
promote your organization to a highly tar-
geted and qualified audience. Participation 
in the event gives you a variety of ways to 
engage with attendees, including:

 à Interacting face-to-face with  
attendees with a booth in the  
Anti-Fraud Exhibit Hall

 à Increasing brand awareness with a 
sponsorship package

 à Designing your own conference  
participation with a custom package

Exhibit hAll bENEFitS

Ready to reserve your space? 
GEt iN tOuCh: 

travis Kolaja
Account Executive
tKolaja@ACFE.com
(800) 245-3321 (toll-free) or
+1 (512) 478-9000, ext. 186 



Name (first, last)   q Dr.  q Mr.  q Mrs.  q Ms.

Name on Badge (e.g. James or Jim)

ACFE Member (q Yes  q No)? If Yes, Member #              Other Designations (CPA, etc.)

Company

Title

Email Address

Phone    Fax

Address:  q Home  q Business

City   State/Province Zip/Routing/Postal Code

Country

Section 1: Attendee information

Please indicate any special needs:
Dietary:  q Vegetarian   q Kosher

Physical:  q Please check here if you require special accommodations to participate and email 
a description of your needs by May 1, 2014 to events@AcFe.com. After May 1, 2014 we cannot 
guarantee we can accommodate your request.

Section 2: Membership offer  —  Join now and save on registration fees!

Attention non-Members: Sign up today for a one-year ACFE membership and save on registration 
fees for the conference.

 q Yes, I would like to join the ACFE, please accept my application. When registering for the  
conference, I will choose member rates.

 q No, I do not wish to join the ACFE at this time and will pay the non-member conference  
registration fees.

Membership Dues
q Associate (US/Canada) ..............................................................$150

q Educator Associate* (US/Canada) ........................................... $40

q Student Associate** (US/Canada) ............................................. $25

For other country fees, visit AcFe.com.

Section 2 totAl: $ _______________________________

Have you ever been convicted of a felony or misdemeanor involving moral turpitude, including convictions expunged (“Moral turpitude” means an offense that calls into question the integrity 
or judgment of the offender, such as fraud, bribery, corruption, theft, embezzlement, solicitation, etc.)?  q Yes   q No  If so, please describe (attach written statement if necessary):

new Members only: I certify that the above is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. Falsification of any information on this application is grounds for denial or revocation of membership. If 
this application is accepted, I agree to abide by the Bylaws and Code of Professional Ethics of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners. Membership is a privilege and not a right. Qualifications 
are established by the Board of Regents, whose decisions are final. I consent to the storage of my personal data in ACFE’s offices in the United States, in its regional offices, and by its local chapters.

Signature          Date  

Section 3: Registration Packages early Registration† 
(through April 1, 2014)

Advanced Registration† 
(through May 5, 2014)

Standard Registration†  
(after May 5, 2014)

Government 
Pricing

q FUll conFeRence PAcKAGe (June 15-20)
Includes the Main Conference and 

Pre-Conference (choose one):

 q Incorporating the New Social Media in Fraud Examinations

 q Benford’s Law and Other Analytical Fraud Detection 
Techniques

 q Preparing for Civil Litigation in a Fraud Examination

Post-Conference (choose one):

 q Auditing/Investigating Fraud Seminar

 q Building a Culture of Fraud Prevention and Detection

 q Professional Interviewing Skills

ACFE Members:
$1350

Non-Members:
$1550

ACFE Members:
$1450

Non-Members:
$1650

ACFE Members:
$1550

Non-Members:
$1750

ACFE Members:
$1275

Non-Members:
$1475

q Main Conference only (June 16-18) ACFE Members:
$950

Non-Members:
$1150

ACFE Members:
$1050

Non-Members:
$1250

ACFE Members:
$1150

Non-Members:
$1350

ACFE Members:
$825

Non-Members:
$1025

Continued on next page 4

June 15-20, 2014       San Antonio, Texas       Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center
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Registration Form
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3 Continued from previous page

Attendee networking Reception
Tuesday, June 17 • Location and time TBD
$75 per person

Enjoy drinks and light hors d’oeuvres while building your profession-
al and social network at the Attendee Networking Reception. This 
event provides a great opportunity to meet new colleagues and po-
tential clients and customers, as well as catch up with old friends in 
a relaxed, social setting.

___________  x $75 =  ___________
(# of attendees)       (Section 4 total)

Section 6: Method of Payment 

 q Yes, I signed up to be a member of the ACFE and would like to sign up for Automatic Dues Renewal (ADR) 
and save 10% on my annual dues using the credit card provided.

 q Charge my (cards charged in U.S. dollars):

Cardholder Name (as shown on card)  

Card Number      Expiration Date (month/year)

Billing Address

City  State/Providence                         Country                            Zip/Routing/Postal Code

Signature

 q U.S. dollar check or money order enclosed (payable to the ACFE) 

 q Please bill me (must be paid prior to the event)

 q Purchase order (Govt. and educational institutions only. Include a copy of PO)

 q Wire transfer (contact the ACFE at (800) 245-3321 / +1 (512) 478-9000 for banking details).  
Reference: _____________________

terms and conditions

MemberServices@ACFE.com             +1 (512) 478-9297             716 West Ave • Austin, TX 78701-2727 • USAemail, fax or mail your 
registration today! 

Section 4: networking events

GRAnD totAl SectionS 2, 3 AnD 4: $ ___________

Group Registration Packages

Full conference  
(June 15-20)

Main conference  
(June 16-18)

Register 
with 3  
or more***

ACFE Members ...$1250
Non-Members......$1450

ACFE Members ...$850
Non-Members......$1050

Register 
with 5  
or more***

ACFE Members ...$1150
Non-Members......$1350

ACFE Members ... $800
Non-Members ..... $1000

Register 
with 10  
or more***

ACFE Members ...$1050
Non-Members......$1250

ACFE Members ... $750
Non-Members ..... $950

Section 3: Registration Packages (cont.) Pricing

inDiViDUAl eVent PAcKAGeS
q Pre-Conference — June 15 (choose one):

 q Incorporating the New Social Media in Fraud Examinations

 q Benford’s Law and Other Analytical Fraud Detection 
Techniques

 q Preparing for Civil Litigation in a Fraud Examination

ACFE Members:
$350

Non-Members:
$450

q Post-Conference — June 19-20 (choose one):

 q Auditing/Investigating Fraud Seminar

 q Building a Culture of Fraud Prevention and Detection

 q Professional Interviewing Skills

ACFE Members:
$695

Non-Members:
$845

coMBo eVent PAcKAGeS
q Option 1: Main and Pre-Conference  — June 15-18  
    (choose one):

 q Incorporating the New Social Media in Fraud Examinations

 q Benford’s Law and Other Analytical Fraud Detection 
Techniques

 q Preparing for Civil Litigation in a Fraud Examination

ACFE Members:
$1250

Non-Members:
$1450

q Option 2: Main and Post-Conference  — June 16-20  
    (choose one):

 q Auditing/Investigating Fraud Seminar

 q Building a Culture of Fraud Prevention and Detection

 q Professional Interviewing Skills

ACFE Members:
$1450

Non-Members:
$1650

Section 3 totAl: $ __________

Section 5: Session Selection

Main Conference

Monday, June 16 1st 2nd 3rd 

Block 2 10:20-11:40 a.m. 

Block 4 1:40-3:00 p.m.

Block 5 3:30-4:50 p.m.

tuesday, June 17 1st 2nd 3rd 

Block 7 10:20-11:40 a.m.

Block 9 1:40-3:00 p.m.

Block 10 3:30-4:50 p.m.

Wednesday, June 18 1st 2nd 3rd 

Block 11 8:30-9:50 a.m.

Block 12 10:10-11:30 a.m.

Auditing/investigating Fraud Seminar

thursday, June 19 1st 2nd

Block 15 10:05-11:25 a.m.

Block 17 12:25-1:45 p.m.

Block 18 2:00-3:20 p.m.

Friday, June 20 1st 2nd

Block 21 10:05-1:25 a.m.

Block 23 12:25-1:45 p.m.

Block 24 2:00-3:20 p.m.

education Session Selection — Registered attendees will be notified to select their educational ses-

sions once the sessions have been finalized. Auditing/Investigating Fraud Seminar tracks and sessions 

can be viewed online at FraudConference.com/25th-PostConference.aspx.

*Must be employed by an institution of higher learning, as an educator, as 
the primary means of employment.

**Undergraduate students must be enrolled for at least 9 semester hours. 
Graduate students must be enrolled for at least 6 semester hours. Proof of 
current enrollment in a university is required.

†Payment — Full payment is required to receive the early Registration 
conference rates. For the complete pricing matrix and additional dis-
count deadlines, please visit Fraudconference.com. You will receive your 
conference bag, course materials, name badge, event tickets (if registered) 
and any other event related materials on site at the registration area. Event 
fees do not include travel, lodging, incidentals and other meals. 

***Group/team Discounts — Groups discounts are made available to 
groups of 3, 5, 10 or more registering together. To receive a registration fee 
discount for your team, all group members must register and submit pay-
ment at the same time using the designated Group Registration Form. The 
form and more information can be found at FraudConference.com/Register.

cancellation Policy — Our cancellation policy is intended to keep costs 
low for attendees. Due to financial obligations incurred by ACFE, Inc. you 
must cancel your registration prior to the start of the event. Cancellations 
received less than 14 calendar days prior to an event start date are sub-
ject to a $100 administrative fee. No refunds or credits will be given for 
cancellations received on or after the start date of the event. Those who 
do not cancel and do not attend are responsible for the full registration 
fee. Terms and conditions are subject to change without notice. Visit 
ACFE.com for the latest updates.

Guests — All guests must register to attend any function and must be 21 
years or older to attend any of the social events.

By registering for this event, I grant the ACFE or anyone authorized by 
the ACFE, the right to use or publish in print or electronic format, any pho-
tographs or video containing my image or likeness for any promotional 
purpose, without compensation. Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, 
ACFE and the ACFE logo are trademarks owned by the Association of 
Certified Fraud Examiners, Inc.

To register as a group, please contact a Member Services Repre-
sentative at (800) 245-3321 or visit FraudConference.com/Register 
for instructions and the downloadable Group Registration Form.

24 25th Annual ACFE Global Fraud Conference           FraudConference.com           (800) 245-3321 / +1 (512) 478-9000           +1 (512) 478-9297       REGiStER NOW!
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The ACFE Global Fraud Conference heads to San Antonio in 2014. The 
conference will be held at the Henry B. Gonzalez Convention Center, locat-
ed in downtown San Antonio on the historic River Walk. 

San Antonio’s River Walk, Spanish colonial architecture, and fountain-laden 
parks and plazas make it one of America’s most picturesque cities. Today, 
this 17th-century metropolis is the seventh largest city in the nation with 
contemporary venues and lavish accommodations, all while maintaining an 
old-world heritage exuded through diverse artistry, ethnic cuisine and an 
intimate and exquisite culture. 

San Antonio

 à Relax on one of the Riverwalk barge  
cruises while you learn about San Antonio’s 
rich history

 à Take in the breathtaking view from the ob-
servation deck of the 750-foot Tower of the 
Americas at Hemisphere Park

 à Browse authentic Mexican wares at El  
Mercado, one of America’s top 10 outdoor 
markets

 à “Remember the Alamo!” with a visit to the 
legendary mission

 à Explore Breckinridge Park — home to the San  
Antonio Zoo, Japanese Tea Garden, Witte  
Museum and 18-hole golf course.

 à Have a drink at the historic Menger Bar,  
where Col. Teddy Roosevelt recruited his 
Rough Riders

 à Experience the thrill of top-rated roller coasters  
at Six Flags Fiesta Texas

Learn more about the sights, sounds and attractions in San Antonio at 
visitsanantonio.com.

Hotel & Travel
Hotels
Room blocks are available at special 
attendee rates at these nearby hotels. 
Rooms may be booked at this rate until 
May 21 or until the room block is filled, 
whichever comes first. A limited number of 
rooms at the government rate are available. 

Grand Hyatt San Antonio
600 E Market St. (adjacent to the 
Convention Center)
San Antonio, TX 78205
Reservation Phone: (888) 421-1442 / 
+1 (210) 224-1234
Room Rate: $169 single/double

Hyatt Regency San Antonio
123 Losoya (approx. 3 blocks, 4 minute 
walk to the Convention Center)
San Antonio, TX 78205
Reservation Phone: (888) 421-1442 / 
+1 (210) 222-1234
Room Rate: $169 single/double 

Hilton Palacio del Rio
200 Alamo Street (adjacent to the 
Convention Center)
San Antonio, TX 78205
Reservation Phone: 800-HILTONS or 
+1 (210) 222-1400
Room Rate: $169 single/double*

*Hotel Reservation Policy: Attendee must submit a credit card 
or deposit equal to (1) night’s room rate, plus tax as a guaran-
tee, at the time the reservation is made. Attendee’s credit card 
will be charged the (1) night’s room rate plus tax at that time. 
Deposits are only refundable for cancellations received by the 
hotel at least (72) hours prior to scheduled arrival.

ACCOmmOdAtiONS

Excellent conference! 
I am already looking 
forward to #25 in 
San Antonio!” 

— Dan Clarke,  
CFE, CAMS

Supervisory Investigator,  
Oklahoma Department  

of Securities

“
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Monday, June 16
8:30-

9:50 a.m.
Opening General Session 
Prof. dr. Peter Eigen
Founder, Transparency International 

implementing Approaches 
to Fraud Awareness and 
Prevention

tools for Fraud  
deterrence and detection

Handling the Fraud  
investigations and  
remediation

Staying Ahead:  
Emerging trends  
and issues

Approaches to  
Anti-Fraud Auditing

10:20- 
11:40 a.m.

2A Vultures, Victims and 
Victories: Mortgage and 
Other Housing related 
Fraud
Intermediate

2B Building a House of 
Cards: Using the reverse 
Entry to Hide Fraud
Intermediate

2C Conducting internal 
investigations in  
domestic and Foreign 
Countries
Intermediate

2D Affordable Care Act: 
A Fraudster’s Paradise
Intermediate

2E Using readily Available 
information technology 
resources to Assist with 
Auditing for Fraud
Intermediate

11:40 a.m.-
1:10 p.m.

Working Lunch 
Louis Freeh 
Former FBI Director, CEO of Freeh Group International Solutions, LLC

1:40- 
3:00 p.m.

4A insurance Fraud and 
tools a CFE Can Use to 
reduce it
Intermediate

4B integrity Monitorship 
of Public Construction 
Projects and the CFE
Intermediate

4C Corporate Fraud in 
the Federal System: Civil 
and Criminal Penalties
Advanced

4D Preventing data 
Breach-related identity 
Fraud
Intermediate

4E Exposing Credit Card 
risk in Your Organization
Intermediate

3:30- 
4:50 p.m.

5A Having a Successful 
Fraud-Fighting Career
Intermediate

5B Criminal Minds: 
Sources and Methods 
Fraudsters deploy
Advanced

5C Logistics of  
international  
investigations
Intermediate

5D incorporating digital 
technology into the  
interviewing Process
Advanced

5E Why Audits Fail to 
Find Fraud
Intermediate

Tuesday, June 17
8:30- 

9:50 a.m.
General Session 
Martin Kenney 
International Asset Recovery Expert

10:20-
11:40 a.m.

7A Having a Successful 
Fraud-Fighting Career
Intermediate
(session 5A repeated)

7B Criminal Minds: 
Sources and Methods 
Fraudsters deploy
Advanced
(session 5B repeated)

7C Logistics of  
international  
investigations
Intermediate
(session 5C repeated)

7D incorporating digital 
technology into the  
interviewing Process
Advanced
(session 5D repeated)

7E Why Audits Fail to 
Find Fraud
Intermediate
(session 5E repeated)

11:40 a.m.-
1:10 p.m.

Working Lunch 
Marc Goodman 
Global Strategist

1:40- 
3:00 p.m.

9A Fraud Maturity  
Model: Advancing the 
Anti-Fraud Management 
Program
Advanced

9B diagnosing Health 
Care Fraud
Intermediate

9C the Confession  
interview: Ethical, Legal 
and Psychological  
implications for the  
Forensic Accountant
Advanced

9D the Latin America 
Business Style: Common 
risks and Challenges to 
doing Business in the 
region
Intermediate

9E Audit Panel: is Fraud 
risk Being taken  
Seriously Enough?
Intermediate

3:30- 
4:50 p.m.

      10A When Bad  
       things Happen to 
Good Companies: the 
Business imperative for 
Anti-Fraud Programs
Intermediate

10B Shell Games:  
investigating Shell 
Companies and Under-
standing their roles in 
international Fraud
Advanced

10C Bringing Certified 
Fraud Examiner Expertise 
to a Federal investigation
Intermediate

10D the Psychology 
Behind interviewing: 
Understanding Human 
Behavior
Intermediate

10E Overcoming  
investigation and  
Audit Bias
Intermediate

Wednesday, June 18
8:30- 

9:50 a.m.
      11A When Bad  
       things Happen to 
Good Companies: the 
Business imperative for 
Anti-Fraud Programs
Intermediate 
(session 10A repeated)

11B Shell Games:  
investigating Shell 
Companies and Under-
standing their roles in 
international Fraud
Advanced
(session 10B repeated)

11C Bringing Certified 
Fraud Examiner Expertise 
to a Federal investigation
Intermediate
(session 10C repeated)

11D the Psychology 
Behind interviewing: 
Understanding Human 
Behavior
Intermediate
(session 10D repeated)

11E Overcoming  
investigation and  
Audit Bias
Intermediate
(session 10E repeated)

10:10-
11:30 a.m.

12A Educator Panel:
Hope for the Future: 
Where are the Future 
Fraud Fighters?
Intermediate

12B How Knowing Your 
Enemy is the Best Way to 
Prevent, investigate and 
recover
Advanced

12C investigator Panel: 
Benchmarking Best  
Practices in a Fraud  
investigation
Intermediate

12D recognizing and 
Avoiding the Pitfalls of 
State Secrets in China
Advanced

12E taking Your  
Government Audit  
to the Next Level
Intermediate

11:40 a.m.-
12:30 p.m.

General Session and Closing 
dinesh thakur
Ranbaxy Whistleblower

Main Conference Educational Planner
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Anti-Fraud Auditing
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investigations in  
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Countries
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2D Affordable Care Act: 
A Fraudster’s Paradise
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Sources and Methods 
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7D incorporating digital 
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Working Lunch 
Marc Goodman 
Global Strategist

1:40- 
3:00 p.m.

9A Fraud Maturity  
Model: Advancing the 
Anti-Fraud Management 
Program
Advanced

9B diagnosing Health 
Care Fraud
Intermediate

9C the Confession  
interview: Ethical, Legal 
and Psychological  
implications for the  
Forensic Accountant
Advanced

9D the Latin America 
Business Style: Common 
risks and Challenges to 
doing Business in the 
region
Intermediate

9E Audit Panel: is Fraud 
risk Being taken  
Seriously Enough?
Intermediate

3:30- 
4:50 p.m.

      10A When Bad  
       things Happen to 
Good Companies: the 
Business imperative for 
Anti-Fraud Programs
Intermediate

10B Shell Games:  
investigating Shell 
Companies and Under-
standing their roles in 
international Fraud
Advanced

10C Bringing Certified 
Fraud Examiner Expertise 
to a Federal investigation
Intermediate
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Behind interviewing: 
Understanding Human 
Behavior
Intermediate
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Wednesday, June 18
8:30- 

9:50 a.m.
      11A When Bad  
       things Happen to 
Good Companies: the 
Business imperative for 
Anti-Fraud Programs
Intermediate 
(session 10A repeated)

11B Shell Games:  
investigating Shell 
Companies and Under-
standing their roles in 
international Fraud
Advanced
(session 10B repeated)

11C Bringing Certified 
Fraud Examiner Expertise 
to a Federal investigation
Intermediate
(session 10C repeated)

11D the Psychology 
Behind interviewing: 
Understanding Human 
Behavior
Intermediate
(session 10D repeated)

11E Overcoming  
investigation and  
Audit Bias
Intermediate
(session 10E repeated)

10:10-
11:30 a.m.

12A Educator Panel:
Hope for the Future: 
Where are the Future 
Fraud Fighters?
Intermediate

12B How Knowing Your 
Enemy is the Best Way to 
Prevent, investigate and 
recover
Advanced

12C investigator Panel: 
Benchmarking Best  
Practices in a Fraud  
investigation
Intermediate

12D recognizing and 
Avoiding the Pitfalls of 
State Secrets in China
Advanced

12E taking Your  
Government Audit  
to the Next Level
Intermediate

11:40 a.m.-
12:30 p.m.

General Session and Closing 
dinesh thakur
Ranbaxy Whistleblower

data Analytics:  
Working Smarter and  
Harder with Big data

technology: Alternative  
Currencies, deep Web,  
Forensics and devices

Balancing Compliance  
and risk Management

Ethics and Legal: the Guidance 
When No One is Looking

2F Five Lessons Learned with 
Managing Big data in an  
investigation
Intermediate

2G Anti-Money Laundering in 
the digital Currency  
Environment
Intermediate

2H Business Corruption in 
China: issues, Patterns and 
Approaches for Prevention  
and detection
Intermediate

2I Criminal investigations: 
Getting a Prosecutor to take 
Your Case
Intermediate

4F impact of Big data tools  
on Fraud Identification and  
Prevention in retail transactions
Intermediate

4G Bring Your Own device: 
Keeping Your investigation  
from Becoming dOA
Intermediate

4H Payment trends: Fraud,  
risk Management and  
Europay-MasterCard-Visa (EMV)
Intermediate

      4I Business Ethics:  
       Critical Steps You Need to  
Know to Protect Yourself and 
Your Organization
Intermediate

5F 2014 Global Forensic data 
Analytics Survey: How does 
Your Company Compare?
Intermediate

5G Underground Economy:  
A New Fraud Frontier
Intermediate

5H Promoting a Collaborative 
Environment Among risk 
Management, internal Audit and 
Compliance departments
Advanced

5I Anti-Corruption Compliance: 
A Global Challenge
Intermediate

7F 2014 Global Forensic data 
Analytics Survey: How does 
Your Company Compare?
Intermediate
(session 5F repeated)

7G Underground Economy:  
A New Fraud Frontier
Intermediate
(session 5G repeated)

7H Promoting a Collaborative 
Environment Among risk 
Management, internal Audit and 
Compliance departments
Advanced
(session 5H repeated)

7I Anti-Corruption Compliance: 
A Global Challenge
Intermediate
(session 5I repeated)

9F turning data Analysis  
into dollars
Intermediate

9G Leveraging Open Source 
intelligence (OSiNt) to  
Combat Fraud
Advanced

9H Fighting Corruption in 
Emerging Countries: Brazil’s 
New Anti-Corruption Law
Intermediate

9I Managing Corruption with 
data intelligence
Intermediate

10F data Analytics to  
Prevent and detect Fraud
Advanced

10G Bitcoin and Virtual  
Economies: Fraud’s New  
Best Friend
Intermediate

10H the Fraud Examiner’s  
Journey to the Compliance 
Office
Intermediate

10I Hindsight, Foresight and 
insight into Global Corruption 
issues
Advanced

11F data Analytics to  
Prevent and detect Fraud
Advanced
(session 10F repeated)

11G Bitcoin and Virtual  
Economies: Fraud’s New  
Best Friend
Intermediate
(session 10G repeated)

11H the Fraud Examiner’s  
Journey to the Compliance 
Office
Intermediate
(session 10H repeated)

11I Hindsight, Foresight and 
insight into Global Corruption 
issues
Advanced
(session 10I repeated)

12F data Analytics Panel:  
Where Will data Analytics  
take Us Next?
Advanced  

12G the deep Web or the 
Undernet: the dark Side  
of the internet
Advanced

12H the Anatomy of a Bribe
Intermediate

12I Other People’s Money:  
Are regulators doing Enough 
to Protect Customer Funds from 
Fraud?
Intermediate

TrACk H TrACk ITrACk E TrACk F TrACk G

= Session content eligible for ACFE ethics CPE requirement.



Best Practices:  
Working with What Works

Case Studies: Fraud from 
Beginning to End

Professional development: 
Making the Most of Your 
Career

real-time Solutions to  
real-time Problems

2J taking Your CFE to the  
Next Level of Expert Witness
Intermediate

2k the Most Effective Method 
to Fight the real Cost of Fraud  
and Corruption
Intermediate

2L Understanding the New 
2014 CFE Exam 
Intermediate

2M Audit the Network:  
How identity resolution Can  
improve Fraud discovery
Basic

4J revealing the Most  
relevant techniques for 
Investigating Conflicts and 
Kickbacks
Intermediate

4k Embezzlement Within 
Municipalities: Far reaching 
impact on taxpayers
Basic

4L Networking to a Successful 
Fraud Examination Career
Advanced

4M Virtual identity in the  
digital Economy
Basic

5J tips, tools and techniques 
for Success in Fraud  
Examinations
Intermediate

5k the Other Side of the 
Courtroom: Jordan Belfort 
from the investigator’s and 
Prosecutor’s Seats
Intermediate

5L Just Because You’re an 
Expert ... doesn’t Make You 
interesting
Intermediate

5M top 25 tests for Analytic 
Superheroes
Basic

7J tips, tools and techniques 
for Success in Fraud  
Examinations
Intermediate
(session 5J repeated)

7k the Other Side of the 
Courtroom: Jordan Belfort 
from the investigator’s and 
Prosecutor’s Seats
Intermediate
(session 5K repeated)

7L Just Because You’re an 
Expert ... doesn’t Make You 
interesting
Intermediate
(session 5L repeated)

7M recognizing Value from 
Volume: Exposing Vendor risk 
from the Big data Cloud
Intermediate

9J Warfare of the Mind: 
Cross-disciplinary  
Collaboration in Fraud  
and Asset recovery
Intermediate

9k Lessons Learned from a 
Kickback Fraud Scheme
Intermediate

9L Professional development 
Panel: Making a Career of 
Fighting Fraud
Intermediate

9M Social Media Search 
and data Collection
Basic

10J Business Background  
investigations:  
Preventing Fraud
Intermediate

10k An Engaging Analysis of 
the Numbers Used in Actual 
Fraud Schemes
Intermediate

10L Critical thinking Skills and 
Business intelligence: What 
Hiring Managers Look for in 
Candidates
Intermediate

10M Fuzzy Matching in  
Fraud Analytics
Intermediate

11J Business Background  
investigations:  
Preventing Fraud
Intermediate
(session 10J repeated)

11k An Engaging Analysis of 
the Numbers Used in Actual 
Fraud Schemes
Intermediate
(session 10K repeated)

10L Critical thinking Skills and 
Business intelligence: What 
Hiring Managers Look for in 
Candidates
Intermediate
(session 10L repeated)

12J the Next Wave of  
Enhanced due diligence
Advanced

12k Case Studies of Fraud  
and Greed
Intermediate

12L Selling Your Services: 
Marketing tips for CFEs
Advanced

TrACk L TrACk MTrACk J TrACk k



Agenda at a Glance

Sunday, June 15
11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Conference registration open

1:00-5:00 p.m. Pre-Conference events in session

5:00-9:00 p.m. Conference registration open

6:30-7:00 p.m. New Member Orientation

7:00-9:00 p.m. Welcome Reception in the Exhibit Hall

Monday, June 16
7:30-8:30 a.m. Registration and continental breakfast

7:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Exhibit Hall open

8:30-9:50 a.m. Opening Ceremonies and General Session: Prof. dr. Peter Eigen
Founder, Transparency International

9:50-10:20 a.m. Networking break

10:20-11:40 a.m. Main Conference workshops in session

11:40 a.m.-1:10 p.m. Working Lunch: Louis Freeh 
Former FBI Director, CEO of Freeh Group International Solutions, LLC

1:10-1:40 p.m. Networking break

1:40-3:00 p.m. Main Conference workshops in session

3:00-3:30 p.m. Networking break

3:30-4:50 p.m. Main Conference workshops in session

Tuesday, June 17
7:30-8:30 a.m. Registration and continental breakfast

7:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Exhibit Hall open

8:30-9:50 a.m. General Session: Martin Kenney
International Asset Recover Expert

9:50-10:20 a.m. Networking break

10:20-11:40 a.m. Main Conference workshops in session

11:40 a.m.-1:10 p.m. Working Lunch: Marc Goodman
Global Strategist

1:10-1:40 p.m. Networking break

1:40-3:00 p.m. Main Conference workshops in session

3:00-3:30 p.m. Networking break

3:30-4:50 p.m. Main Conference workshops in session

6:00-8:00 p.m. Attendee Networking Reception (optional — admission ticket required)

Wednesday, June 18
7:30-8:30 a.m. Registration and continental breakfast

7:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. ACFE Bookstore and Cyber Café open

8:30-11:30 a.m. Main Conference workshops in session

11:40 a.m.-12:30 p.m. General Session and Main Conference Closing: dinesh thakur
Ranbaxy Whistleblower

Thursday, June 19
7:30-8:30 a.m. Registration and continental breakfast

7:30 a.m.-3:35 p.m. ACFE Bookstore and Cyber Café open

8:30 a.m.-4:55 p.m. Post-Conference workshops in session

11:25 a.m.-12:25 p.m. Group lunch

Friday, June 20
7:30-8:30 a.m. Registration and continental breakfast

7:30 a.m.-3:35 p.m. ACFE Bookstore and Cyber Café open

8:30 a.m.-4:55 p.m. Post-Conference workshops in session

11:25 a.m.-12:25 p.m. Lunch on your own

*Schedule subject to change.
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Nowhere else do I learn as much, meet 
as many like-minded people, and get 
value-for-dollar, as this conference.”

— Derek Knights, CFE, CISSP
Senior Manager, Strategic Initiatives, TD Bank, Toronto

Register with a 
group & save!

Significant savings are available 
when you register with a group of 

three or more. See pg. 24 for details.

FraudConference.com          toll Free: (800) 245-3321 / international: +1 (512) 478-9000          +1 (512) 478-9297


